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19,000 glass plate negatives: Algernon Darge’s
First World War legacy
Joanne Smedley
Abstract
In August 1923 the Australian War Museum, (later Australian War Memorial), received a
letter from Algernon Darge, a Melbourne photographer and lanternist since 1903 to purchase
his First World War collection of approximately 40,000 glass negatives and a set of registers.
With the announcement of the outbreak of war in August 1914, men rushed to enlist and land
was offered to set up a training camp at Broadmeadows. Seeing the money making
opportunity Darge was quick to set up shop on site. This paper introduces the man, the
collection of glass plate negatives created by him during the First World War and how it
developed his business. It then goes on to explore what happened once the collection came
to the Memorial, how it was used and how we are able to interpret the collection today.
Keywords: First World War, Photography Studio, Portraits, Australian War Memorial, Glass
plate negatives, Photographers

Darge: the man
Melbourne commercial photographer and businessman Algernon Darge was born in 1878 and
his obituary in January 1941 described him as “a pioneer Melbourne photographer, motorist,
flyer, squab breeder and town figure”.1 His dress was described as “grotesque and his manner
that of a profound thinker, his motor cars as things of incongruity, covered with his own
inventions ...including a real skull and crossbones.”2 Early on he was described as
“ubiquitous”3 and this seems to be a common description in various contemporary
newspaper snippets.
Darge’s head office was at 175 Collins Street, a site which also housed the business premises
of the offices of two of Melbourne’s daily newspapers The Herald and The Argus.4 He
advertised his business as “Out-door and Press Photographers” with “Photographs taken of
anything – anywhere – anytime”.5 Darge operated as a photographer from 1903-1940.6 His
birth name was Algernon Charles Gordon Sharp and it was under the name of Algy Sharp that
he initially operated “Darge.” Photographers. In 1913 he changed his name by Deed
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Fig. 1. DAOD0097 Darge behind the wheel of his car, image courtesy of the Australian War Memorial.

Poll to Algernon Darge, perhaps to overcome the confusion of a different surname to his
studio’s name or possibly because he had become synonymous with his studio.
The Darge Photographic Co. First World War collection
An active photographer from 1903, his photographs of activities and groups, including
motoring events, school groups and shopfronts are referenced in many contemporary
newspapers and archives. However, the best known and largest surviving part of his archive
is the images taken at military camps in Victoria at Broadmeadows, Seymour and Point Cook,
along with some studio photography at Collins Street and some military related city work. The
Darge Photographic Co was one of a number of Victorian studios that went to the new
Broadmeadows military training camp to set up tent studios. The studio photography at these
locations is often documentary and business-like and an insight into the activities in camps at
the time. The collection also contains many soldier portraits and family groups. He
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Fig. 2. DAAV00005 Officers watch a Bristol Boxkite training aircraft flying over Point Cook,
image courtesy of the Australian War Memorial.

bequeathed his non-military collection to The Argus and the Melbourne Technical College
(where he had previously worked), but it is unclear how much of this collection remains.7 The
State Library of Victoria which received The Argus picture collection holds over 350 Darge
items in their collection but they are print versions from a number of private donations. It
seems his formal offer of negatives to The Argus was not taken up.
The largest part of the military collection was photographed at Broadmeadows, the site of
the main army camp and the various “Schools of Instruction” such as officers and signallers.
We do not have anything that tells us about how Darge came to set up at Broadmeadows but
must assume that, like other photographers, he saw an excellent business opportunity. The
Darge photographers had a tent studio set up where people would write their name on a slip,
hand it to the photographer who recorded their name in the register and then a photograph
was taken. Photographers would also roam around camp and take images of tent groups,
visitors and camp facilities. Sample prints were put up at the tent studio and
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Fig. 3. DAOD0876 Signals training photographed outside the Broadmeadows studio with its blind to
control natural light, image courtesy of the Australian War Memorial.

people could order their prints. There was no sitting fee, just a cost for the items ordered.
Hundreds of images were taken every day.
The Memorial’s photograph collection
The photographs collection of the Australian War Memorial amounts to over 900,000 images
covering all conflicts and the Darge images are a considerable part of this collection, as well
as the largest studio collection held within it. The genesis of the Memorial’s photograph
collection was the work of the official photographers during the First World War, primarily
Frank Hurley and Hubert Wilkins, both established commercial photographers and members
of polar expeditions and adventurers who had been appointed in late 1916 after it had been
argued by Charles Bean that Australia needed its own photographers. Bean advocated for a
memorial and museum to tell the story of the Australian experience of War and from 1917
this was taking shape. Relics and records were gathered and collated by the
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Fig. 4. DA12126 Corporal J H White and young girl, embedded negative number in the bottom left, image
courtesy of the Australian War Memorial.
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Australian War Records Section (AWRS), based in London and the work of the Official
Photographers was integral to this. Official photography also became a revenue raising
activity with soldiers able to purchase images taken by Hurley and Wilkins – much like they
were purchasing Darge’s images - but collated in reference albums or advertised through
official publications.
Acquisition of the Darge collection by the Memorial
The Darge collection did not take a direct path from the studio in Collins Street to the
Memorial. It took numerous people’s involvement, and negotiations over an almost 20 year
period to acquire the collection. This path is documented tortuously on a Home and
Territories Department File of Papers held at the Memorial.8
The offer Darge made by letter in August 1923 itself did not come out of the blue, and it may
have been prompted by a visit by Darge had from Mr Alfred G Brown, ex member of the AIF9himself a donor of photographs to the War Museum.10
Brown wrote in mid-September 1923 to Charles Bean, advising him of a conversation he had
had with Darge on a recent visit discussing destroying negatives and the disposal of his
wartime collection and suggesting the Memorial make contact. In 1919 The Geelong
Advertiser reported “the cessation of war has led the soldier photo to drop out of fashion”11
perhaps even more so in 1923 when Darge was contemplating the fate of his wartime
collection and the storage space required for it.
Brown reported that Darge had 30,000 to 40,000 negatives of military interest for which he
was finding storage [a] difficulty12 Brown listed twelve areas (including portraits of almost
every man who went through Broadmeadows Camp, students at Schools of Instruction, sports
and games etc.,) covered by the Darge collection and suggested it “might be of great historical
value to the Commonwealth & you and the War Museum authorities”. 13 Brown suggests
approaching Darge directly. It would seem, however, that Darge had already been talking
informally to War Museum staff.14
Acquiring images for the Memorial’s collection
Three days after Brown’s letter, Bean wrote to Mr A G Pretty, Acting Director, 15 suggesting a
prompt reply to Darge would be worthwhile and the material on offer would be of interest as
“in collating the photographs for Volume XII that the War Museum collection did not comprise
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very many covering the life of the A.I.F. in Australia”.16 Charles Bean worked very closely with
John Treloar to acquire material for the War Museum’s collection but also to assist with his
work on the twelve-volume Official History. The photographs for Volume XII, the Official
history of Australia in the war of 1914 -1918 had been sourced from early on and evidently
Bean thought Darge’s work would complement this neatly. The War Museum responded to
the advice from Bean and started a formal discussion and negotiation for the collection. The
museum also advised Bean that Darge had been putting out feelers to someone in the
Melbourne office but “knowing the man and his methods, we took no notice”. 17 One senses
the Memorial was wary of Algernon Darge, especially considering his peculiar reputation, and
careful to protect its interests.
Darge suggested £250 would be a fair price for the entire collection and this offer went to the
Finance Sub-Committee who rejected the offer. They stated ”neither the record value of the
collection of 30,000 negatives, fully indexed, offered by the “Darge” Photographic company
for £250, nor the probability of successful exploitation, were sufficient to warrant the
expenditure”.18 The basic wage for a male in 1923 was £4 2s19 so to put £250 in some
perspective, this equates to more than a year’s salary of the average man. As this price was
considered too high, the War Museum went on to ask for a price for 100 selected photographs
of camp life. This was rejected by Darge as too much effort for too little money.
Bean quite quickly lost interest in the collection and claimed he could get 100 similar images
from other sources and if Darge does offer them to other places then well and good as they
are not lost. “They are not worth more than £2520 to us – I think”21 Darge countered with an
offer of £100 which was ignored. Much later in 1928, he suggested £50 for the entire
collection, stating it was the price of scrap glass, but even this was not accepted. It was then
not until 1938 that Treloar asked if a check could be made on the Darge negatives and contact
was made again. Darge had moved to William Street with his collection and had not destroyed
all the negatives as he had said in 1923. This time the offer was a knockdown £30 and it was
accepted by both parties. The earlier negotiations may have failed as Treloar was seconded
away from the Memorial at the time.
To facilitate the transfer, a Memorial staff member, Eric Keage, formerly of the AIF and the
Australian War Records Section in London was sent down to talk to Darge to get a sense of
the collection and how it was created. He then supervised the transportation of the negatives
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and registers (listings arranged by number within the different studio locations). A set of index
cards was created by a Memorial typist, creating an alphabetic record of client names from
the registers. This new index would allow images of individuals to be ordered and was
necessary as the registers were created in numerical [and by default chronological] order and
not searchable by name.
The collection lies dormant
So the glass plate negatives did eventually make it into the Memorials collection, but the work
on this three ton collection was far from over.22 Problematically, the first 7000 or so portraits
never actually made it to the Memorial, although the Memorial does hold the corresponding
register. It is likely Darge had started destroying the plates for scrap, probably after the initial
negotiations broke down, and the negatives had been moved to his new premises. At one
point the Memorial had only been interested in acquiring portraits of those soldiers who had
gone on to become personalities or worthy figures during the First World War, but now they
had a much broader collection to store and manage. From the original offer of supposed
40,000 negatives, the approximate 19,000 glass negatives that the Memorial ended up with
was still a substantial collection and makes it the largest studio collection acquired by the
Memorial. It can be roughly grouped into 12,000 half plate glass negative portraits or portrait
groups and about 7,000 images on whole and half plates of camp life and groups in and
around tented accommodation, training activities and schools of instruction.
Once it was acquired in 1938, like much of the collection, it was stored for posterity, but not
widely used. Anecdotally a mention of the Darge collection was made in a Victorian
genealogical magazine in the1980s used to trigger an occasional request for a portrait
reproduction. In the 80s and 90s a burgeoning interest in genealogical research started a wave
of research that continues today.
The adoption of a computerised collection management system (CMS) in the late 1980s
meant the Memorial started to look at making a portion of its collection available to the wider
public and electronically locatable. The part of the collection that was regarded as “core”
highly visible and iconic images, such as those by Hurley and Wilkins, the Department of
Information, and portraits of people who died as a result of their service, were selected and
recorded on the CMS. Once the Core was added other priority projects were bid for to get
into the queue of adding to the CMS. In an interview with former Senior Curator of
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Photographs, Ian Affleck, he related that Bill Fogarty, then Head of Photographs Film and
Sound, had argued that the Darge collection should be the next large set [of images] to be
added to our collection management system. He felt this collection deserved some exposure
and felt the interest and commercial sales would justify the program. The Director was not
interested because he believed there would not be a good financial return in sales
reproductions for making it available. This echoes the concerns the Memorial had when
discussing the acquisition of the collection in the 1920s.23
However, reason won out and in the late 1990s a team of four people was appointed to
register the Darge negatives onto the Memorial’s collection management system and trigger
the duplicating of negatives, the Memorial’s preservation program of the day. These images
initially went onto large videodiscs and three stand-alone computers in the Research Centre
for the public to use. By the mid-1990s the Memorial’s photographic collection was going out
onto the internet, one of the first collecting institutions to put their collection online in this
way and images from the Darge collection were a part of this.
Interpreting Darge’s legacy
This documentation process also proved challenging. The service records, all now scanned
and available online at the National Archives of Australia (NAA) website, were not then. We
negotiated access to the service records held at NAA, a process which was slow and hard to
make comparisons if the correct files had not been requested together. The Darge registers
can be quite hard to read, sometimes names are mis-transcribed, mistakes have been made
and in hindsight we might have been less sure we had the right identities. Even though most
names have what should be enough to identify someone, the reality is many people shared
the same initials and surnames. An image identified in the register as ‘Franklin C’ could refer
to any of eight different men by that name that embarked from Australia. Beyond this, the
name in the register reflects the name of the client and the client is not necessarily a military
person or the subject of the photo. Interpretation of the registers was also made difficult
without column headings across all registers. It is only recently that the numbers and dates
appearing beside entries in the registers indicate reorders. These numbers can be interpreted
as a success story as his reorders indicate over 34,000 orders.
In the scheme of the Memorial’s collection this might have been a capricious acquisition; one
of the comments made by the Acting Director of the War Museum, A G Pretty, was that it was
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purely Victorian content and therefore excluded other states.24 Although it is a predominately
Victorian25 collection, research into individuals and analysis26 of the existing captions and has
proved this is incorrect and other states and territories are represented.
Conclusion
A lot of the collection is opportunistic, random images of soldiers on horseback, tent groups
and portraits. It was free to have your photograph taken, so many did. Business would have
relied on quick developing and supply of prints.
Research and discovery continues both of Darge and his legacy. Darge was clearly an
idiosyncratic man who was an inherent adventurer and business man, willing to try new
techniques and market himself and his business. The internet and access to the collection has
brought the collection to a wider audience than he might ever have imagined but he certainly
would have approved because of the exposure it brings to his collection.
The Darge collection of negatives is a visually unique, at times frustratingly opaque body of
photographs created by a rather odd man. Its diversity is vital in understanding our nation’s
military and social history. And it is a collection that we came very close to missing out on.
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